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Abstract Creative drama, one of the contemporary teaching methods, allows student to explore. Geometry
teaching through creative drama, a teaching method, is the main focus of this study. In the study, creative drama
practices were carried out aiming at two acquisitions pertaining to geometry learning area polygon learning area in
7th grade mathematics subject. In the study, the purpose is to put forward the applicability of creative drama in
mathematics teaching. The study is a private case work and, workshop plan and an assessment form composed of 3
open-ended questions, which were developed by the researcher, were used as data collection tools. Descriptive
analysis method was used in the analysis of the data. The practices were carried out with 40 students attending
Samsun Gazi Primary School in the second term of 2012-2013 academic year. Within the scope of the practices, 20
students treated the subject via creative drama practices, while the other 20 students treated the subject via
conventional method. In consequence of the application, it became apparent that the students in the creative drama
group could better understand the processes of forming polygon, deriving polygon, forming a polygon similar to a
polygon than the conventional group. As a result, it was concluded that it is positive for the acquisitions pertaining to
polygon sub learning area to be provided via creative drama.
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1. Introduction
Students’s mathematics achievement is very important
to teaching and learning of mathematics. Therefore, we
need to increase the success in teaching using modern
methods. There are a lot of very important nowadays.
Creative drama in education which is an important
teaching method is student-centered.
Creative drama is a teaching method which can be used
in many fields (Fulford et. al., 2001). Today, one of the
methods of learning-teaching and practise that starts from
the unity of human and that aims simultaneously to
improve the needs to know (wisdom), to hear (conscience
and aesthetics) and to act (motion), which are common
abilities of human, is “drama in education” (Akar Vural
and Sommers, 2011; p. 1). Creative drama offers many
opportunity for children for example, thinking,
cooperatively, commınication, awareness, self-confidence.
Due to the contemporary approaches in education,
creative drama method has been used to enable the person
to be active, to learn by realizing, makes him a productive
and creative person and also it helps the person to improve
healthy social communication skills (Kaf, 1999:2).
Creative thinking method plays a prominent role in
mathematics learning process. Because, students is at the
learning center. Student centered instruction should be
taken into consideration to provide conceptual
understanding.

The fundamental objectives of the fields of drama and
creative drama in education are to improve the fields of
affective and psychomotor behaviours (Adıgüzel, 2013; p.
53). The creative drama has been used in education to
serve multiple dimension of it: the students “arts
education, the students social and emotional development,
the support of the teaching of other cognitive subjects like
language, history, mathematics, etc” (Fleming et all.,
2004). Creative drama has an important place in the
education of students (Jindal-Sanpe et. al., 2011).The
students learn from what they are doing in creative drama.
They are so active with creative activities. Creative drama
is supported learning in the creative classrooms. Because,
students learn new information, abilities, attitudes,
experiences. During the creative drama activities,
information should be analyzed, evaluated and interpreted
by them.
Educational studies of drama is gradually gaining wide
currency as a teaching method in each step of formal
training, mass education and during the lessons (San,
1991). During creative drama lessons, students show
positive attitude and concern. Creative drama is an activity
that is improved by games in the course of education and
thanks to its this property, it is the vital part of education
(Üstündağ, 1994; quoted by Üstündağ, 2009; p. 25). Its
use as a method in educational programs in recent years
attract attention (Üstündağ, 2009). Creative drama is state
of actions, extemporisations and animations which the
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participants produce by relying on their own creative
inventions, genuine thoughts and knowledge (San, 1998).
Creative drama offers children the chance to explore
themselves through the lives of fictional “others” in a safe
space that enables mistakes to be made and learned from
(Jindal-Sanpe et. al., 2011). Creative drama provide
collaborative learning and learning by discover. Therefore,
mathematics and creative drama is learned through
exploring.
Mathematics as an abstract lesson, it contains many
abstract topics (Martin, 1997). To understand a
mathematical definition, to make a hypothesis and to
prove it, to visualize and to solve the problems are
fundamental in mathematics teaching (Jones, Mooney and
Harries, 2002). Students who solving problem is located
on the basis of mathematics education.
Field of geometry learning has a significant place in the
elementary mathematics curriculum. It is required that
various practices be included in the educational plans in
order to enhance the success in geometry teaching
(Swafford and others, 1997). Geometric models and
geometric samples have important roles in mathematics
teaching (Sherard, 1981). To understand a mathematical
definition, to make a hypothesis and to prove it, to
visualize and to solve the problems are fundamental in
mathematics teaching (Jones, Mooney and Harries, 2002).
Especially, the geometry became tough and stressful for
students but creative drama should be treated as a game
and training creative activities. Creative dramatic
activities gain to responsibilities, self confidence and
collaboration. It is necessary that students actively take
part in the practices to be arranged in particular.
Mathematics learning with creative drama is more
enjoyable. Because, dramatization is important for
students to gain confidence, experience, express oneself
and self-improvement. The fundamental of mathematics is
to find a solution to the problems by understanding
mathematics. It is necessary that in the solution of
educational process, various teaching methods be included
in the process. Geometry teaching through creative drama,
which is a teaching method, forms the basis of this study.
In our paper we will focus on creative drama in
mathematics education.

2. Methods
Case study was used in the research. Case study allows
one to determine what an event, a fact or individual’s
certain feature is and to make deep analysis (Gay and
Airasian, 2000). In this research, applicability of the
method of creative drama in mathematics subject was
examined in detail.
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creative drama group were observed to be very excited.
Because, they had never seen such a lesson previously.

2.2. Data Collection Tools
In the research, an evaluation form, which was arranged
by the researcher and is made up of 3 open-ended
questions, was used as data collection tool.
In the study, primarily interviews were carried out with
the 7th grade mathematics teachers of primary school and
the subjects which the students had difficulty in learning
and understanding geometry were investigated. In
consequence of the interviews carried out, it was
determined that the students had difficulty in learning and
understanding congruent figures and similarity figures.
At the end of the study, the students were asked openended questions and the answers provided were analyzed.
The research carried out is aiming at the applicability of
creative drama and teaching of “congruent figures” and
“similarity figures” in geometry teaching.
Before the creative drama practices, the open-ended
questions arranged by the researcher were submitted to 5
persons who are experts on their branches and their
approval that the questions are appropriate for the aim of
the research were obtained.

2.3. Analysis of Data
The method of descriptive analysis was employed in the
analysis of the data. Descriptive analysis is an analysis
that makes it possible for the research questions to be
organized according to the themes they produce, which
allows for the quotations conspicuously reflecting the
views of the individuals interviewed or observed, and
which enables the findings obtained to be interpreted
(Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2003).
In the study, creative drama practices were carried out
aiming at the acquisition pertaining to congruency and
similarity sub-learning field of geometry-learning field in
the elementary education of 7th grade mathematics subject.
The acquisitions are provided below.
1. Match the identical figures given below and explain
the reasons.
2. Determine which of the following are similar and
give reasons
3. Which of the following given in the shaded area are
similar to and same as each other? Give reasons.
At the end of the creative drama practices, an
evaluation form of 3 open-ended questions were applied to
all of the students. The qualitative data derived from the
open-ended questions were encoded, and their percent and
frequency values were obtained. Application of the
workshop devoted to method of creative drama was
conducted at four course hours.

2.1. Study Group
The research was conducted with 40 students studying
at 7th grade Gazi Primary School in the second term in
Samsun in the academic year of 2012-2013. Within the
scope of implementation, 20 students were taught the
subject through creative drama practices, while the other
20 students completed the process via conventional
method. Teacher has used the “Teacher Guide Book” in
traditional method. But, researcher applied to creative
drama plan in the creative drama group. Students in

3. Findings
The following are the assessments of the responses
given by the students of creative drama and traditional
groups to the three open-ended questions. During the
assessments of the questions, the responses of creative
drama group were first evaluated and then the responses
of the students taking traditional education were assessed.
The findings each question are given below respectively.
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Question 1. Match the identical figures given below
and explain the reasons.
The answers given by the students of creative drama
group to the formation of identical figures are included in
the Table 1.
Table 1. The percentage-frequency distribution of the answers to
identical figures formation by the students of creative drama
Answers to the identical
Number of
Percentage
condition among figures
students
distribution
Correct answers to identical
18
90%
figures
Wrong answers to identical
2
10%
figures
Total number of students
20
100%

Table 1; the students who attended the implementations
of creative drama were found out to give correct answers
(90%) at the level of determining identical figures. The
comments to the open-ended questions by the students
who correctly answered the identical figures confirmed
the result. The percentage and frequency distribution of
the obtained results are provided in the following table.
Table 2. The opinions of the students in the creative drama group to
the formation of identical figures
The assessment of the comments
Number of
Percentage
on identical condition
students
distribution
The identical are at the same time
18
90%
similar
The identical are the same as each
15
75%
other
The identical have the same
18
90%
number of sides
The direction and form of the
13
65%
identical are the same
The number of sides and corners of
16
80%
identical are the same

Table 2 shows the extent to which the students are
successful in determining identical figures. The students
of creative drama group thought correctly and made
logical comments while determining identical figures.
That the students sorted the qualifications of identical
figures and why they chose identical figures can be clearly
understood from the percentages in the above table.
The table of the percentage-frequency distribution of
the first answers given by the students handling the lesson
through conventional method is given in the table below.
The Table 3 revealed that the students in the
conventional method group had trouble determining the
identical figures.
Table 3. The percentage-frequency distribution of the answers to
identical figures formation by the students of conventional method
Answers to the identical
Number of
Percentage
condition among figures
students
distribution
Correct answers to identical
9
45%
figures
Wrong answers to identical
11
55%
figures
Total number of students
20
100%

This table have revealed to answers to identical figures
formation of conventional group. The wrong answers
given by the students in the process of determining
identical figures (f=11, 55%) revealed that they couldn’t
understand the subject well during the lesson. The
comments on the open-ended questions given by the
students who gave wrong answers to identical figures
confirm the consequence. The percentage and frequency
distribution of the obtained results are provided in the
following table.

Table 4. The opinions of the students in the conventional method
group to the formation of identical figures
The assessment of the comments
Number of
Percentage
on identical condition
students
distribution
The magnitude of the identical
4
20%
figures are the same
The number of sides of identical
4
20%
figures are the same
Those who couldn’t comment on
12
60%
identical condition

Table 4 revealed that the students in the conventional
method group didn’t know how they determined the
identical figures. The answers given to the open-ended
questions by the students who found the identical figures
remained restricted to the only fact that the magnitude and
the number of sides of identical figures are the same. In
accordance with the obtained results, it is understood that
the opinions couldn’t be expressed (60%) on how and
according to what the determination of identical figures
would be made.
Question 2. Determine which of the following are
similar and give reasons.
The answers given by the students of creative drama
group to the formation of similar figures are included in
the Table 5.
Table 5. The percentage-frequency distribution of the answers to
similar figures formation by the students of creative drama
Answers to the similar condition
Number of
Percentage
among figures
students
distribution
Correct answers to similar
13
%65
figures
Wrong answers to similar
7
%35
figures
Total number of students
20
%100

According above table, students knew the similar
condition among figures in creative drama group.
Table 5; 65% of the students who participated in the
creative drama implementations determined the similar
figures but 35% of them found the similar figures in a
wrong way. It was found out from the given answers that
the students confused similar figures with the same figures.
In the evaluations of the asked open-ended questions, it
was concluded that they actually knew the features of
similar figures but they had a confusion on the figures.
Table 6 is of importance in terms of to what criteria the
features of similar figure formation were determined.
Table 6. The opinions of the students in the creative drama group to
the formation of similar figures
The assessment of the comments on
Number of
Percentage
similar condition
students
distribution
Similar figures are not the same
13
65%
The magnitudes of similar figures
10
50%
are different from each other
The proportion of similar figures to
12
60%
each other is 1
Similar figures are not the same
13
65%
The magnitude of similar figures
12
60%
are proportionate to each other

Table 6 revealed that the students who took part in the
creative drama group implementations didn’t have any
difficulty determining similar figures and expressing their
opinions. It is concluded that the students made comments
by knowing similarity and the features of similar figures.
The expressions made to the open-ended questions by
the students in the conventional group are given in the
Table 7.
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Table 7. The percentage-frequency distribution of the answers to
similar figures formation by the students of conventional method
Answers to the similar condition
Number of
Percentage
among figures
students
distribution
Correct answers to similar
9
%45
figures
Wrong answers to similar
11
%55
figures
Total number of students
20
%100

According above table, conventional group failed to
determine in similar condition among figures. The table
above disclosed that the students having the lessons
through conventional methods had difficulty determining
similar figures. 45% of the students determined the similar
figures correctly, while 55% of them determined them
wrongly. This situation determined that conventional
group failed to formation in similar figures.
The expressions made to the open-ended questions by
the students in the conventional group are given in the
table below.
Table 8. The opinions of the students in the conventional method
group to the formation of similar figures
The assessment of the comments
Number of
Percentage
on similar condition
students
distribution
The dimensions of similar figures
4
20%
are different from one another
Those who couldn’t comment on
16
80%
similarity condition

Considering the evaluations of open-ended questions,
the students having determined (45%) the similar figures
seemed to be insufficient in their assessments of figure
formation, while 20% of the students considered the
similarity only as the differentiation in dimensions. The
obtained result is insufficient in terms of similarity and
revealing the features of similar figures. Because, 80% of
the students didn’t comment on similarity condition, this
score is very high.
Question 3.- Of the figures given in the shaded area
below, find the ones which are identical and the ones that
are similar. And, explain why.
The answers given to the mentioned open-ended
question was assessed in two stages as correct and wrong.
What percent of the answers given by the students was
determined to be correct or wrong. Table 9 states the
answers given by the students in the process of
determining the similar and same figures.
Table 9. The percentage table of identical and similar figures
formation by the students of creative drama
Determining the
The number of
The number of
identical and
students who made
students who made
similar figures
correct determination
wrong determination
Determining
16 (80%)
4 (20%)
identical figures
Determining
19 (95 %)
1(5%)
similar figures

Table 9 revealed that the process of teaching with
creative drama contributed to the process of determining
identical and similar figures. 80% of the students
determined the identical figures, while 95% of them
determined similar figures correctly. From the answers
given to the open-ended questions the reasons for
determining identical and similar figures correctly or
wrongly are given below.
In the correct determination of identical figures,
students commented that the angles and dimensions of the
figures are the same, and their number of edges are
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identical to each other and similar. In the correct
determination of similar figures they interpreted that the
dimensions of the figures are different, the similar ones
are not the same and they are minimized versions of one
another in certain amounts.
In the wrong determination of identical figures, 4
students (20%) gave wrong answers. It was found out that
these students confused identical figures to similar figures
and they were mistaken in the positions of figures. From
the positions of non-identical figures in different
directions, they were inferred to give identical features. 1
students (5%) couldn’t interpret the similarity in the
process of wrong determination of similar figures. 5%
percent of the students stated that the similarity vanished
when the geometrical figure was turned. Some opinions
were found out about the fact that the geometrical figure
lost its similarity feature when it was turned from straight
position to up-right position.
The obtained findings on the determination of similar
and identical figures in the class where conventional
teaching is implemented are given in the following table.
Table 10. The percentage table of identical and similar figures
formation by the students of conventional method
Determining the
The number of
The number of
identical and
students who made
students who made
similar figures
correct determination
wrong determination
Determining
6(%30)
14(%70)
identical figures
Determining
11(%55)
9(%45)
similar figures

Table 10 revealed that the students in the conventional
method group didn’t know how they determined the
identical figures. Also, Table 10 indicates that the students
in the classes of conventional teaching had difficulty
determining identical figures. 30% of the students
determined the identical figures correctly, while 70% of
them determined them wrongly. For similar figures the
students were observed to display a little more positive
attitude. In accordance with the answers given to the openended questions, correct-wrong evaluations emerged in
determining identical and similar figures.
In the correct determination of identical figures the
dimension of the figure was stated to be the same, while in
the determination of similar figures the number of corners
were stated to be the same. Considering the correct
statements, the students were determined to be hesitant to
write comments. In the evaluation of open-ended
questions, the inadequacy of the comments attracted
attention. This situation reveals that the students cannot
express their opinions where they are passive but the
teacher is active.
In the level of wrong determination of identical figures,
the students were determined to understand that the
dimension changed when the figure was turned. Answers
that the identical figures which were turned up-right
position were not identical were taken. There are students
who stated that the sizes changed through the turning.
In the level of wrong determination of similar figures,
45% of the students were found to confuse the identical
figures to similar figures. At this level, 9 students didn’t
know the features of identical and similar figures and how
they could be interpreted when they were turned. This
ratio is an amount to be taken into consideration in the
education process.
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4. Result and Conclusion
Creative drama groups students who correctly answered
the identical figures confirmed the result. The students of
creative drama group thought correctly and made logical
comments while determining identical figures. They
actually knew the features of similar figures but they had a
confusion on the figures. They made comments by
knowing similarity and the features of similar figures and
commented that the angles and dimensions of the figures
are the same, and their number of edges are identical to
each other and similar.
Dramatic activities
will plan for dividing
responsibilities, roles and opportunities in the performance,
introducing and implementing the activity for the students,
and facilitating student learning (Masoum et all., 2013).
All roles have significant effect on students in
mathematics lesson. Creative drama acticities are effective
in gaining of these skills. Especially, students’
participation is more useful in mathematics lesson.
Dramatic activities can help to better learning of
mathematical lesson. Therefore, this activities should be
planned well. And, all activities should be used in
accordance with the objective.
Creative drama is an effective method of students
attains. In this study, creative drama group students are
more successful than conventional group. Because,
creative drama group students have taken an active role in
the process. And, other group has taken an passive role in
the process.
In the literature, there are a number of studies
indicating similar results about the effectiveness of
creative drama based instruction in the literature (Masoum
et all., 2013, Debreli, 2011; Sengün and Iskenderoglu,
2010; Duatepe, 2004; Duatepe ve Ubuz, 2004; Ersoy,
2013; Jeong Wee, 2009; Kariuki & Humphrey, 2006;
Karakelle, 2009, Karapınarlı, 2007, Kayhan, 2004;
Omnievski, 1999; Özsoy, 2003; Saab, 1987; Sözer,
2006).These studies showed the effectiveness of creative
drama based instruction on understanding of mathematics
lessons.
Saab (1987) examined the effects of drama-based
mathematics instruction on sixth graders compared to
textbook mathematics instruction and the results showed a
significant increase in mathematics achievement. Duatepe
and Ubuz (2004), gave place to development and practice
of lesson plans aiming at using creative drama in teaching
and learning of geometry subjects in teaching drama-based
geometry. Breen and Hannula’s work (2003) used playing
and acting in a drama as an environment for mathematics
educators reflection on different interpretations of
mathematics classroom research findings. Masoum et all.
(2013) study results show that game-based and dramatic
practices can help to better learning of mathematical
concepts and these students have better perception of
concepts. Jeong Wee (2009), focused on the fact that the
practices conducted with the experts in field of creative
drama increased the sense of responsibility, that the student
is at the center of learning and that the leader of drama is
important. In the research carried out too, the author is
expert on the field of creative drama. The workshop plan
written by the author in the research was prepared and
applied by the author. Thus, the workshops conducted by
the person expert on his field allow the process to be

completed ideally. According this study results, creative
drama activities will be helpful to teach mathematical and
geometric concepts.
Finally there are some suggestions for other reseaches;
creative drama studies may prepare other topics in
mathematics education; creative drama practice may
extend to different class and schools; this study extended
to academic achievement, mathematics attitude and
mathematical thinking.
This study has indicated that creative drama method is
efficient mathematics teaching. Especially, creative drama
method is new method in geometry teaching.
Consequently, this study is contributed to the field of
study. It is believed that the findings of this study will
give many effects for mathematics teaching and
mathematics educator.
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